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Abstract

With the advent of multi-radio access (MRA), an integration of differentradio
access technologies (RATs) into a heterogeneous radio access network(RAN)
becomes feasible. Such integration allows a user to be at any instantof
time served by one or multiple radio accesses (RAs) concurrently, where
anRA constitutes an independent radio resource, such as a carrier or a
channel,implemented by a single RAT. It also allows a user´s service demands
to bemapped onto the aggregated network resources in a transparent and
efficientway. An approach for the realization of such multi-radio integrated
environmentsis through a unifying generic link layer (GLL) that provides joint
radiolink processing and enables communication between nodes and devices
acrossdifferent radio accesses.Based on the requirements on multi-access,
an architecture that supportsMRA is suggested and the functions of GLL
that aims at integrating andutilising multiple RATs are defined. We explore
the potential for performanceimprovements through novel extensions of the
transmission diversityparadigm which builds on GLL functions that enable
multi-radio access selection.Multi-radio transmission diversity (MRTD) is
defined as the dynamicselection of radio access for the transmission of a user
´s data and it can bethought of as consisting of a packet scheduler operating
across multiple radiointerfaces. Different MRTD schemes may be envisaged
through combinationsof access re-selection rate, transmission parallelism
and transmission redundancy.The re-selection rate refers to the rate at which
radio access selectionis performed. It may range from multiple IP packets to
one single MACframe. Switched MRTD corresponds to an access selection
scheme where auser transmits via one RA at a time, while parallel MRTD
corresponds to ascheme where simultaneous transmissions over multiple RAs
are scheduled.Finally, redundancy refers to the transmission of copies of the
same data overmultiple RAs to increase the possibility of correct reception.The
benefits of MRTD are investigated by simulation studies on two multiradiocase
scenarios, based on generic RATs and on specific RATs respectively.In the RAT
generic scenario, switched MRTD has been evaluated for networktopologies
of collocated and non-collocated RAs consisting of macroand pico-cells. In the
case of collocated RAs, spectral efficiency is increasedby exploiting diversity
in multi-path fading while in non-collocated RAs, thespectral efficiency
increase is due to diversity exploitation in both shadowingand multi-path
fading. Simulation results show that switched MRTD is mostadvantageous
when the RAs provide comparable throughputs. Furthermore,when combined
with multi-radio ARQ, MRTD significantly reduces packetloss and packet
transmission delays. This is also shown in the specific radioaccesssimulation
scenario where a delay sensitive voice service is studied. Inaddition, switched
MRTD provides comparable gains to parallel MRTD interms of average
packet transmission delay and packet loss, while using lessradio resources.
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In all cases, it is concluded that maximum performance isconditioned on the
reporting delays of the channel quality indicator (CQI).Reporting delays of
CQI that are half the channel coherence time render sucha complex MRTD
mechanism less effective.
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